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Abstract
W e present a multiuser receiver which is capable of operating in time-variant channels wrth severe niuliipath.
For each active user, t h e receiver coiisists of a multiinput, single-output filter followed b y a single-user a d a p tive equalizer. The array processing filter is chosen to
maximize an averaged performance meiric which m e a sures reduction i n ihe interference from multiple asynchronous cochannel users and the reduction in intersynzbo1 interference caused by time spreading of the transmitted signal. The single-user adaptive equalizer that
follows the array processing jilter eliniinates the remazning intersymbol interference prior t o hard symbol decisions. Receiver performance is demonstraied using daia
obtained f r o m two acoustic channels where two cochanne1 users are transmitting in shalloui-water ai 18 and 90
nautical miles f r o m the receiver array.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of asynchronous multisource
demodulation in a slowly time-varying channel using array observations. The model of a slowly time-varying
medium is applicable to the simultaneous demodulation
of multiple cocliannel transmissions through an acoustic
shallow-water or radio frequency cellular channel. Unlike nondispersive multiple-access channels, the acoustic
and cellular channels are characterized by considerable
multipath and difficulty i n assigning a direction of arrival for each multipath component. As a result, the aggregate interference level for acoustic channels is greater
than that for menioryless cliannels because of InterSymbo1 Interference (ISI).
Until recently, the major work in multiuser detection
has been in the context of radio frequency digital com-

munications in which the channel is assumed known and
the channel-induced IS1 was neglected. Recent work has
demonstrated the use of coherent combining of array observations and adaptive decision feedback equalization
for single-user shallow-water systems [l]. The receiver
parameters in this multi-input single output system were
updated using Itecursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation. In an additional application, an asynchronous receiver used observations a t a single hydrophone to successfully demodulate two users in a shallow-water channel. Interference suppression was achieved by subtracting RLS estimales of the time-varying cochannel interference [2]. I n 110th cases, system parameters were updated at the symbol rate.
The proposed receiver structure consists of a timedomain Array Processing Filter (APF) followed by an
adaptive equalizer for each active user in the channel.
Our use of array processing techniques is motivated by
the desire to eAploit the spatial diversity inherent in
array observations to reduce the cochannel interference
and the span of the IS1 present a t the input t o the equalizer. The sin&-user equalizer assumes the burden of
eliminating the remaining IS1 in the signal. This division of labor between the array processor and the singleuser equalizer is designed such that the APF exploits primarily the slowly-varying large scale multipath structure
of the channel, subsequently called macro-multipath,
and the equalizer adaptively tracks the rapid small-scale
fluctuations in the channel, subsequently called micromultipath. Therefore, the weights of the array processor
can be updated less frequently than the weights of the
equalizer. This will increase system performance and
maintain modest receiver complexity.

Consider I< asynchronous users transmitting to a sin-
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is given by y P [ 4 = CkZl
~ , ~ [ n vp[n1.
l
is a
zero-mean process used to model sensor noise. However,
knowledge of the second-order statistics for qP[n]are not
required in the development that follows.
Given a causal FIR channel, it can be assumed that
0- 1
gk,p[n,m]equals zero for m < 0 and m > ( M - 1)
for some integer M . Let the superscripts * and denote complex conjugate and Hermitian, respectively;
Here, T is the reciprocal baud rate and rk is the relative and let boldface uppercase letters denote matrix quantime offset of the kth source. This signal from the kth tities and boldface lowercase letters denote vector quanuser is received a t the pth sensor after passing through a tities. Then, letting
channel characterized by the input delay-spread function
g k , p ( l ,€).I The signal from the kth user and received at
the pth sensor, u ~ , ~ ( is
l ) sampled
,
with a period of T,
which is chosen so that L = T is an integer.
the discrete-time observations a t the array of P sensors
of the signal transmitted by the kth user can be exDefine the fractionally spaced input signal as
pressed as
Qk[i] =
9rIE6/4 il L an integer
i / L not an integer .
U~[R]=
g k [ n ,n - ml iklml.
(3)
m=n - M + 1
The sampled version of ~ e , ~ (ist given
)
by

ith data symbol for the ktli user, qk[i], is modulated a t
the transmitter by a preassigned waveform, s k ( t ) , which
has compact support. Thus, for a message of Q symbols,
the signal transmitted by the kth user can be expressed
as

{
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111. Receiver Structure
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The proposed receiver for the kth user is shown in
figure 1 and is comprised of the APF followed by a sinwhere
gle user equalizer. Here, the symbol qk[n,] denotes an
estimate of q k [ n , ] . T h e entire receiver for li' users consists of 1; replicas of the structure shown in figure 1.
The A P F is a fractionally-spaced, multi-input, singleoutput linear filter. The filter weights are adapted sevis the effective discrete-time, input delay-spread function
eral times per packet according t o a performance metfor the channel between the kth user and the pth sensor.
ric which balances t,he maximization of t.he Signal-tosensor 1
Interference Ratio (SIR) for the kth user with respect to
the other users at. the output of the APF (i.e., reduce the
Multiple-Access Interference, MAI) and the reduction in
the span of the IS1 for the effective channel between the
source for then kth user and the output of the APF.
Unlike the case for the single-user equalizer, the
weights for the RPF are updated a t a rate that can be
orders of inagnitude slower than symbol rale. Therefore,
and
the ability of the A P F to supress MA1 and reduce IS1
Phase Tracker
must be relatively robust with respect to channel fluctuations. This robustness is achieved by using estimates
of the time-varying channel statistics when selecting the
A P F weights. T h e APF weights update irtterval is choArray Processar Filler for klh User
sen so that the macro-multipath structure of the channel
is relatively stable over the interval. Then, the APF can
Figure 1: Proposed Receiver for the ktli User
exploit the niacro-multipath and remain insensit,ive to
As shown in figure 1, the signal received a t the pth the rap id m ic yo- iiiu 1tip at 11 fl uc t u a t ions.
sensor of the receiving array expressed in terms of (2) A . Array Processor Filter
1

=o

I

'The input delay-spread function g k , p ( t , t ) is the output of the
channel at time t due to an impulse input to the channel at time t c [3]. For a time-invariant channel, the input delay-spread function
g k , p ( t , c ) equals the time-invariant impulse response h ~ , ~ ( c ) .

The input contribution to the APF input from the
bth user is the sampled vector time-series, uk[n). The
samples are delayed, weighted, and then summed to form
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the filter output. T h e output of the APF with weight Given any M+ J - 1 element vector, v , with non-negative
vector t due to the signal transmitted by the Lth user is real entries, the weighted energy in h f , ~ [ nis] given by
J-1

=

.t,A![.l

Pt,k[n,
v] = l$,k[n]D(v)ht,t[n]= th G;[n]D(v)Gk[n] t .
thb]UA![.--jl,

(4)

Ekb,v]

j=O

where J is the number of temporal taps and tb] are the Here, D(v) is a diagonal matrix with main diagonal elefilter weights for the j t h tap. While t b ] are adapted, ments taken from the vector v . The weighted energy for
they are adapted a t a packet rate and are temporarily all users is used in calculating the performance metric
for the A P F weights.
assumed fixed. Combining (3) and (4) yields
Assume that we are calculating the APF weights for
M+J-2
the receiver demodulating user 1. Then, recall that
tasks assigned to the A F P are to reduce the interferzt,k[n] =
ht,k[n,m]ik[n - m],
m=O
ence caused by the signal from other users (MAI) and
to reduce the support of the output response for user 1.
where
In order to reduce the span of the ISI, the filtered input
min(J-1 , m )
delay-spread function for user 1 (ht,l[n,m]) is divided
ht,k[n,m]
thblgk[.,m- jl
(5) iiito three regions as a function of the delay index m.
j=max(O,m-M+l)
One region is the “shaped region” in which we want the
energy in the response to be concentrated, one region
is the approximate effective discrete-time input delay- is the “undesired region’’ in which we want the energy
spread function for the channel between the fractionally in the response to be suppressed, and the third region
spaced input signal for the Lth user and the output of is an “unconstrained region” which is a buffer zone bethe A P F with filter weights t[j]. The approximation tween the desired and undesired regions and is adjusted
is made assuming the channel, g k [ n ,m] is slowly-time in a manner which allows the processor to concentrate
varying with respect to the time parameter 11.
or suppress the energy in the other regions. Let V l d and
Using the symbol 0 to denote a 1 x P vector of all zeros; v l u be energy weight vectors with nonzero elements in
and letting2
only the elements corresponding to the desired and undesired regions of h t , l [ n m],
,
respectively. In order to
reduce the MA1 for user 1, the energy in the filtered input delay-spread function for all interferers must be reduced. Therefore, a vector vk is defined for k = 2 . . .I(
with nonzero elements over the entire span of the delay
index of h t , k [ nm]
, and Pt,b[n,vk].
Gk [n] =
For some exponential forgetting factor, p E ( 0 , l ) and
letting G:,[n] denote the matrix G I , [ ~based
]
upon estimates of gk [n,nz] we define

=

...

0

and

t PI
t = [ t[J i- 11

+

E ~ [ T I ,=
v ]p E k [ ? ~ - l , v ] (1-p) G , ~ [ T ~ ] D ( v ) G
(6)~ [ ~ ]

o

g k [ A f - 11

as a recursive est,imate of En:[n,v]. Now, we define
a “signal-to-interference” cost function in terms of the
weight,ed energies for each active user in the channel in
terms of v l u , VI,, and Vk where

1.

( 5 ) can be expressed i n vector notation as

ht,~[n]=

[

h t , k [ n , 01

i
h&,

hf

+ J - 21

]

For any n , the APF weights are given by

= (Gk[n]t)*

t l , n = arg max SIRl[t,n].
tECJP

(8)

__

2The dependence of the elements of the matrix Gk[n] on the
absolute time parameter, n, has been dropped here for notational
convenience. In addition, it has been assumed here that J 5 M .
For the case of M > J, the form of Gk[n] will change slightly.

The t l , n whic11 maximizes this ratio is the generalized eigenvector of the matrix pencil E1[n,v1,] A(&
&[n, v k ] 4- fii[n, vi,]) corresponding to the
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maximum eigenvalue A,,
[4]. Since the computation of removed from q k [ n , ] and only additive white Gaussian
t1,n requires the eigenvector corresponding to its maxi- noise now corrupts q k [ n , ] . In addition, RLS estimation
mum eigenvalue of the matrix pencil, the computation- is used to update the equalizer taps; mathematical details can be found in [l].
ally efficient power method [5] may be used.
The final consideration in calculating tl,,, is the phase
response of the APF. In calculating tl,,,, no restric- IV. Experimental R.esults
tions were placed on the phase introduced by the APF.
To demonst,rate the performance of the proposed reHowever, when switching from one set of filter weights ceiver, we present results from d a t a transmitted through
t1,"l to a new set of filter weights t 1 , ~ 2a, phase dis- two shallow water channels off the coast of New England.
continuity may be introduced. Abrupt changes in the Two sources transmitted narrowband Quadrature Phase
phase degrades demodulator performance by disturb- Shift Keyed (QPSK) packets at a rate of 333 symbols per
ing the weights in the adaptive equalizer. However, second with a common carrier frequency and a range of
APF induced phase discontinuities are easily overcome 18 and 30 nautical miles from the receiver array. The
by calculating the step response of the APF and scaling QPSK symbols sent by both users were shaped using
the array weights such t h a t the steady state phase re- raised cosine pulses where each user transmitted a total
sponse is zero. The response of the APF, with weights of 2047 symbols. Because the d a t a collected for the two
to a unit step input at all sensors is given by users was a t different times, a multi-user collision is emRlejGl = E;=, E,'=,tl,n[j,p]where R1 is the steady- ulated by adding the two d a t a sets. In addition, the SIR
state magnitude response and 41 is the steady stmatmea t the hydroplionc array is set for our cxprriment to 0
phase response. Thus, the desired array weight vect,or dB by nornializing the 18 and 30 nautical mile data bewith zero phase response t h a t satisfies (8) is tI,,,e-J@l.
fore the two records are added together. Both channels
had approximately 30 symbols of memory.
B. Adaptive Equalization
Two cases are compared. The first corresponds to
The equalizer shown in figure 2 consists of a feedfor- a hypothetical single sensor, single user equalizer that
ward section, feedback section and a tracking loop with does not suppress cochannel interference prior to equalphase estimates of the equalizer input. The equalizer ization and the second corresponds to a n A P F followed
] ij[n], is the output of the by a single user equalizer. In both cases, the number
input, ik[n] = K z t k , ' [ n+
A P F for weight vector t k , n from all active users in the of taps in [,he adaptive single-user equalizer is selected
channel. Here, ;i[n]is the A P F output noise process.
such that the number of errors at the equalizer o u l p n t
Fractionally
is minimized. The APF i n the second case tombines six
Soaced
sensors of observat#ionswith a tap delay length of 1 0 symbols. The sampling rate of the input signal and amount
of fractionally spacing in the APF is four tinies the baud
rate. The fractionally spacing in the feedforward section
of the equa.lizer was reduced to t w o samples per symbol
to reduce equalizer complexity.
I
Equalizer Parameter update
I
The first case described in the preceeding paragraph
correspontls to a single hydrophone collecting the samples for two users' transmissions. The decision feedback
equalizer shown in figure 2 is operated in "training"3
Figure 2: Adaptive Single User Decision Feedback inode during t.lie first 1047 symbols in the packet and
Equalizer
"decision feedback" mode over the last 1000 symbols in
the packet for the 30 nautical mile user. The fractionThe weight vector for the fractionally spaced feedfor- ally spaced feedforward section of the equalizer had 120
ward section of the equalizer, ak[n,] and the weight vec- taps and the symbol synchronous feedback section had
tor for the symbol-rate feedback section of the equalizer, 70 taps. Our method for evaluating performance is to
bk[ns] are updated once per symbol. We use n, to de- assume the equalizer converges over the first half of the
note the symbol index where ns = int[n/l]. The total packet and to plot qk[n,], the equalizer output prior to
number of feedforward taps is A1 A2 1 and the total hard decisions, over the last half of the packet. However,
number of feedback taps is B . The output, of the eqiial- figure 3 illustrates that in this case, the equalizer is unizer's feedforward section is multiplied by a complex ex- able to achieve convergence to a meaningful solution and
ponential containing d [ n , ] , an estimate of the Doppler
rate for the kth user. The decision device in Figure 2 is
3Training mode means that the error, ek[na], contains the coras in decision feedback mode.
determined by assuming that all 1SI and MA1 has been rect symbol q k [ n , ]rather than @[ns]

+ +
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reliably demodulate the 30 nautical mile user when the nautical mile user to a level 13.8 dB below the 30 nauti18 nautical mile user is of equal strength. A total of 235 cal mile user. I n addition, the weights in the A P F were
errors occurred in demodulating the last 1000 symbols fixed over the whole packet.
Unlike the case shown in figure 3, the adaptive equalof the 30 nautical mile user’s data packet.
izer that follows the APF achieved convergence to a
meaningful solution. The adaptive equalizer’s feedforward section hacl 40 taps and the feedback section had
30 taps. Figure 4 is a plot of qk[ns]over the last half of
the packet for the same user we previously attempted to
demodulate with only an adaptive equalizer. No errors
occurred in the demodulation of the last 1000 symbols.

V. Conclusions

Figure 3: Equalizer Output, qk[n,], for the 30 Nautical
Mile User Prior to Hard Decisions with no APF
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The APF proposed in this paper offers an effective and
robust method for reducing the cochannel interference
caused by multiple users communicating in a multiple
access channel. The reduction in cochannel interference
is achieved by exploiting the spatial and temporal differences in the signals received across a n array. The APF
is implemented adaptively to track changes in the channel statistics and to maximize a performance criterion
that takes into account both cochannel and intersymbol
interference The APF adaptation is designed to allow
the processor to exploit the slowly time-varying macromultipath structure of the channel without having to
track the rapidly varying micro-multipath characteristics. As a result, a typical APF update rate is much
greater than a symbol duration. A symbol-adaptive
single-user equalizer then tracks and compensates for the
micro-multipath characteristics of the channel.
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